ABSTRACT. This paper contains some basic results about analytic centers and analytic diameters, concepts which arise in Vitushkin's work on rational approximation. We use Carathéodory's theorem to calculate ß(K, z) in the case in which K is a continuum in the complex plane. This leads to the result that, if g: Q(K)-» A(0; 1) is the normalized Riemann map, then ß(g, 0)/y(K) is the unique analytic center of K and ß(K) = y(K). We also give two proofs of the fact that ß(g, 0)/y(K) e co(K). We use Bieberbach's and Pick's theorems to obtain more information about the geometric location of the analytic center.
Fix z. £ C. Any function / which is analytic in a neighborhood of infinity has a series representation near infinity of the form a\ a2 ai /U) = a0+ --+ iz-zQ)2 iz-zQ)5
It is clear that aQ = /(oo). Also, a^ is independent of the point z0, since a.-lim zifiz) -/(»)).
Hence, we adopt the notation a. = /'(oo). The coefficient a2 does depend on z_, and so we write a2 = ßif, z_). For R large, f'M = èïh\=Rf{z)dz md M>Z0^¿Tf\z\.Rf{z){z-Z°)dz'
Hence, for any two points z,, z2, we get M ßif,zl) = ßif,z2) + iz2-zl)f'M.
Now if E is as above, we define yiE), the analytic capacity of E, as y(E) = sup, ¿¡»¡es |/'(°°)|. We shall assume that the reader is familiar with the most elementary facts concerning analytic capacity; they may be found in [3, Chapter VIII] and [12, Chapter 3] . Theorem 1. Let E be contained in the disc A(zQ; r) and let f eu(B). Then \ßif,zQ)\<ryiE).
Proof. If / e QiE), then / £ Û(K) for some compact K C E. Define qbiz) = (z -z.)/(z)/r. Then <f> is analytic on Q(T<), and \cf>\ < 1 on ß(K) by the maximum principle.
If |<£(z')| = 1 for some z' eiî(T<), we would have <f> m A for some complex constant A of modulus 1; but then /(z) = Ar/(z -z ), and ßif, z ) = 0. So we can assume \<f>\ < 1 on f2(K). Define
, . fa) -^(-)
h\z) =-.
-cf>ioo)cf,iz)
It is then immediate that h £ â(K), so |A'(~)| < yiE). But h'M = </>'{«>)/{l -|0(oo)|2) = MA ^0)/Kl -|0(oo)|2). Since |0W| < 1, we get \ßi{, zQ)\ < ryiE), completing the proof.
From now on, E will denote a bounded subset of the complex plane with y(E)>0.
Definition. For each z eC, let ßiE, z) = sup, £g,£)|/3(/, z)|/y(E) and M{E, z) = supx£E|x -z\.
With this notation, our previous theorem may be stated as ßiE, z) < MÍE, z)
for all z. In particular, we may note that ßiE, z) < diam E for z £ E.
Our equation (*) easily yields the following three basic facts, the proofs of which are omitted.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Theorem 2. For arbitrary >.,x. <G¡ (A) |j8(F, z ) -/3(F, z )\ < |zj -z \. So ßiE, z) is a continuous function of z.
(B) ßiE, x.) + j6(F, z2) > \zx -z2\. So ßiE, z) -, oo as z -» oo.
(C) If f e 0(F), am/ 0 < X < 1, Z¿e7z ßif, Xzx + (1 -X)z2) = X/3(/, «j) + (l -X)/3(/, z,). So j8(E, z) z's a convex function of z.
Definition. The analytic diameter ßiE) of the set E is defined as ßiE) = infz€C/3(E, z). Let E' = (<u £ C: /S(E, <u) = /3(E)}. By Theorem 2, it follows that E is a nonempty compact convex set. Any point a> £ E' is called an analytic center of E.
Theorem 3. y(E) < /3(E) < diam E.
Proof. If zQ £ E, then /3(E) < /3(E, z ) < diam E. For the first assertion, suppose we are given yiE) > e > 0. Take / £ 3(E) with /'(oo) > yiE) -e. Then /2 efl(E) and
for all z. Letting f -» 0, we get ßiE, z) > yiE). Hence ßiE) > y(E).
The following facts are all easy and immediate consequences of our first two theorems. Again we omit proofs.
Fact 1. For all z e C and tu £ F' max {/8(E), \z -a\ -/3(E)! < ßiE, z) < \z -a\ + j8(E).
FacZ 2. For all z, M(E\ z) < 2M(E, z). In particular, supi|z -<u|: z £ E, a e E' }<2 diam E, so every analytic center must be "close" to every point of E.
Fact 3. If F C S(a; r), then E' C A(a; 2r) and /3(E) < r.
We conclude this section with some transparent results on translation, magnification, rotation, and symmetry. (2) ßicE, cz) = \c\ßiE, z). (1) /3(E) = ßiE + z0) and (E + zQ)' = E' + zQ.
(2) ßicE) = \c\ßiE) and icE)' = c • E'.
Fact 6. If E is symmetric with respect to a line, then so are ßiE, z) and E .
In particular, since E is convex, F has an analytic center lying on the line. III. The case for continua. Throughout this section, K will be a compact connected subset of the complex plane (to avoid trivialities, we assume that K is not a one-point set), and g: ÍX/0 -» A(0; l) will be the normalized Riemann map (by "normalized", we mean g(°°) = 0, g'(°°) > O). It is well known that g'(«>) = y(7C).
We shall be needing a specific case of the following classical result. For an elegant proof using abstract Hardy space theory, as well as a discussion of the classical sources, see [8] .
Theorem (Carathéodory). We shall now calculate /3(K, z) for all z. 
Thus |zQ -(o\ < 2yiK), establishing the result. 
The result then follows.
(o), -ct>2).
Corollary 11. 7/ K C A(a; r), fee« |a -<u| < 2(r -yiK)).
Proof. Take K. = K and 7<2 = A(a; r) in the theorem, and use Corollary 6.
IV. Remarks about the general case. Needless to say, once we abandon the assumption that we are working with compact connected sets, problems about analytic centers and analytic diameters become extremely difficult, since we no longer have available Riemann maps to convert these problems into questions about the open unit disc. We shall therefore content ourselves with a result about
"nice" open sets, and three inequalities that follow from Carathéodory's theorem.
We say a compact set K in the complex plane is starlike with respect to a £ int K if (a, x) C int K whenever x e K. Note that such sets are connected and simply connected.
Theorem 12. // K is starlike (with respect to some a e int K), then /3(int K, z) -ßiK, z) for all z.
Proof. By Fact 4, we can assume a = 0. If 0 < r < 1, then rK C int K, so y(K)>y(int K) > sup yirK) = sup ryiK) = yiK). Corollary 14. co £coiQ).
Proof. Completely mimic the first proof of Theorem 7.
Remark. In view of Theorem 13 and Corollary 14, it would seem very likely that co is an analytic center of Q, and probable that co is the unique analytic center. Further evidence comes from the fact that co must lie on any axis of symmetry of Q (this follows from the uniqueness of the Ahlfors function), so, if Q is doubly symmetric (in the sense of Fact 7), co is indeed an analytic center of Q. But these two conjectures are still unresolved.
For the remainder of this paper, E will be (as before) a bounded set with yiE) > 0. holds.
Proof. Completely analogous to that of Theorem 15.
Unfortunately, these last two estimates are far too weak to be of much value.
In particular, they yield no new information about the location of analytic centers.
In closing, I shall list what I believe are the most important open questions in the field. They are as follows:
(1) Does /3(E) = y (E) for all E?
